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Winter Carnival a success despite lack of chocolate fountain
Eleanor Jersild
Staff Writer

____________________________________

The Winter Carnival, a campus tradition, arrived at Lawrence
once again last week. This year the
Event Planning and Organization
Committee (EPOC), a studentrun organization supervised by
the Campus Life Office, hosted the
events. This is the first year that
this committee has taken over the
carnival.
Some of the events that took
place during this year’s carnival
included broomball, which took
place on the frozen “lake” in front
of Ormsby Hall; a concert featuring three Lawrence-based music
groups: MF Gritz, CRME SCNE and
Rat Park; games and hot chocolate
hosted by Gaming House and the
Chinese Student Association (CSA)
and, of course, the President’s Ball
at the end of the week. President
Mark Burstein, along with other
faculty members, including Dean
of Students Curt Lauderdale and
Assistant Dean of Students for
Campus Life Rose Wasielewski,
attended the ball.
Sage and Hiett Residence
Hall Director and Campus
Life Organizations and Events
Coordinator Andrew Stuart
acknowledged the complaints
made by many students concerning the absence of the chocolate
fountain at the President’s Ball this
year, saying, “We will have to make
the chocolate fountain a priority
next year.”
Sophomore
and
president of EPOC Alfiza Urmanova
described the Winter Carnival as
an enjoyable week for students.
“Everybody has midterms this

Freshmen River James and Emmy Brady enjoy a dance with other Lawrentians at the President’s Ball.
Photo courtesy of the Campus Life Office

week, so it was just a nice way to
relax and forget about them for a
little while,” she said.
Past Winter Carnivals have
been modeled off of the one in
1976, which offered activities
throughout the week such as figure skating, tug-of-war games,
a treasure hunt, a horse-drawn
sleigh ride around campus and a

stargazing session.
In the 1850s—the early days
of Lawrence—students enjoyed
sleigh rides and maple candies.
In 1928, the athletics department held the first “winter sports
carnival.” A “winter weekend” ski
trip to Sturgeon Bay became an
annual tradition in the 1940s.
Quoted in a January

1976 issue of The Lawrentian,
Coordinator of the Winter
Carnival Committee Eloise Frick
felt that the revival of the tradition could benefit the students of
Lawrence, saying, “It would be
neat to provide an activity where
people could be outside enjoying
the snow instead of just being
inside and hating it all the time.”

In 2011 the Winter Carnival
was revived again, also marking
the year of the first President’s Ball.
On the event, Urmanova commented, “I’d say overall it was pretty successful.”

Eleanor Legault

Magazine and The New Yorker,
and won the 2001 National Book
Award for Nonfiction with his
book “The Noonday Demon: An
Atlas of Depression.”
The Convocation featured
opening and closing performances from Lecturer of Music
and University Organist Kathrine
Handford on organ, as well as a
performance from the brass quintet “Liquid Jungle.” There was a
question and answer session with
Solomon following his talk.
Solomon began with a quote
from Time Magazine, published
when he was three years old, that
described homosexuality as an illness. He professed his astonishment that we have come so far as
to view something as an illness
not 50 years before passing legislation legalizing gay marriage and
openly celebrating it.
From this vantage point, he
examined other parts of society

Solomon delivers genuine address at Convocation
Staff Writer

____________________________________
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During his speech, Solomon shared many personal stories.
Photo by Luke Payne
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On Thursday, Feb. 2, Andrew
Solomon spoke in the next installment of the 2016–17 Convocation
series. Solomon is the author
of “Far from the Tree: Parents,
Children and the Search for
Identity”, published in 2012. He
discussed the intersections and
divergences between illness and
identity and how our differences
unite us.
Solomon is currently a lecturer in Psychiatry at Weill-Cornell
Medical College and a professor
of Clinical Psychology at Columbia
University Medical Center. He is
the president of PEN American
Center and received his bachelor’s degree from Yale University
and a master’s degree from Jesus
College, Cambridge—both in
English. He also earned his Ph.D.
in psychology from Cambridge.
Solomon has contributed
to both The New York Times
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France
On Friday night, a man armed
with machetes attacked soldiers at an underground mall
connected to The Louvre in
Paris before being shot in the
stomach by a soldier. The attack
was carried out by 29-year-old
Egyptian Abdullah Hamamy.
Both Hamamy and the injured
soldier are currently in stable
condition. The French government strongly believes that this
was a terrorist attack but has
not found ties to any organized
group.

W

RLD NEWS
Compiled by Kelsey Kaufmann

United Kingdom
This week, Britain celebrated
the sixty-fifth anniversary of
90-year-old Her Majesty the
Queen Elizabeth II’s reign. She is
the first British monarch to reach
this marker, dubbed the “Sapphire
Jubilee,” and the country is expected to issue a new five pound coin
in her honor.

Syria
According to human rights group
Amnesty International, as many as
13,000 people have been executed
in the Saydnaya prison over the
past five years. These actions are
said to be a show of power against
dissenters, many of whom were
civilians in a time of turbulence
within the country. International
media outlets have expressed
hope that this action will lead to
more attention on human rights
violations in Syria.

Professors become the students for annual event

Israel
On Monday, Israeli leaders voted
to legalize settlements in the
West Bank, sparking controversy
among human rights organizations regarding ancestral rights
to land ownership. Experts say
that this action will likely strain
Israel’s relationship with foreign
powers, as well as relations with
Palestinians living in the area.

Iran
Iranian leader Ayatollah
Khamenei made a public speech
to address President Donald
Trump and new U.S. sanctions on Iran. He stated that
Trump shows the “real face of
America” in regard to “political,
economic, moral and social corruption.” Khamenei said that
Iran will not respect or take U.S.
policy actions seriously under
the current administration and
accused Trump of dishonesty
and ineptitude.

Cerebral Celebration
explores the sciences

Lawrentians experiment with telekinesis at the science colloquium.
Photo by Emily Midyette

Brittany Beermann
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

LSD hosted a free dance for members of the audience after the performance.
Photo by Allegra Taylor

Mina Seo
Staff Writer

____________________________________

On Feb. 4, Lawrence Swing
Dance (LSD) put on their annual
“Dancing with the Profs” event.
Students and professors jointly
presented their choreographed
dances in Esch Hurvis Studio in the
Warch Campus Center. Students,
professors and their families filled
the room and enjoyed the amusing mix of jazzy music and swing
dance.
“Dancing with the Profs”
has remained LSD’s most popular event ever since the club’s
founding nearly 15 years ago. The
event serves to raise donations
for Heifer International, an organization that distributes livestock
including chickens, bees and goats
to families all over the world. Each
person was encouraged to donate
$5 before entrance to carry on this
fundraising project.
Different pairs of professors
and students have performed
dances every Winter Term.
Regardless of prior dancing experience, nominated professors
are encouraged to join the event
and work one-on-one with dancers and choreographers for three
weeks. This year, LSD selected six
top nominations including both
Conservatory and college professors.
Junior and president of LSD

Maralee Mindock explained that
having different types of professors “brings [a] different audience
so that the club can reach a wider
audience we might not normally
have met.”
The event involved three tenminute-long dance pieces, each
one featuring both a professor and
a student. Following brief introductions by the emcees, Visiting
Assistant Professor of Biology
Eric Lewellyn and senior Morgan
Edwards-Fligner performed in
their lab coats. The aptly selected
music, titled “She Blinded Me with
Science” by Thomas Dolby, particularly highlighted the sprightly
combination of science and swing
dance.
Associate Professor of Music
Michael Mizrahi and Mindock
exhibited their romantic dance
moves next, in time to Michael
Buble’s “L-O-V-E.” The final dance
performance with the lively song
“Dancing Queen” by ABBA was
performed by Instructor of Music
Donna DiBella and senior Maddy
Brotherton.
Mizrahi expressed his excitement for this new challenge of
swing dance. “It’s my first time
really doing any kind of swing
dance at all so [LSD members]
had to teach me the most basic
moves. All of the dance practices
were a nice escape from everyday
life,” he said.

All the dancers received
awards at the end of the night.
Assistant Professor of Philosophy
Mark Phelan, who was a dancer
at last year’s event, judged the
performance with assistants.
The award for “Crowd Favorite”
went to Lewellyn’s fast-paced
Charleston, “Fanciest Footwork”
to Mizrahi and “Most Musical” to
Dibella.
Following the awards, the
emcees immediately encouraged everyone to join the social
dance and mingle in. “We love
doing this event because it gets
faculty involved. It’s a lot of fun
just to have people come together
and enjoy dancing and just some
‘silliness,’” said five-year doubledegree student Sarah Nelson. As
the former president of LSD and
the residence life manager (RLM)
of Swing House, she still remains
an active part of the club.
“It’s a very chill and relaxing environment where you don’t
have to dance and can just come
and enjoy the dancing. We make
it a community event where you
can come and observe but can also
be a part of community,” Mindock
added.

On Friday, Feb. 3, at 6:30 p.m.
the annual Science Colloquium,
titled the “Cerebral Celebration,”
was held in the Esch Hurvis Studio
in the Warch Campus Center. There
were eight to ten booths, each representing a different branch of science: electromagnetism, physics,
chemistry, neuroscience and one
dedicated specifically to women
in the scientific fields. All of the
booths had an interactive element
for attendees to participate in.
At the back of the room, a
game of science-themed Jeopardy!
started at 7 p.m. A long table held
possible prizes participants could
win, including a laser pointer and
a circuit set.
“You get more raffle tickets
by answering Jeopardy! questions correctly,” explained junior
Aedan Gardill, who was minding
the front table to the entrance and
handing out everyone’s first free
raffle ticket.
The chemistry table had
three mini-experiments dealing
with the sense of taste. There was
a bowl of cilantro, which tastes
soapy to some people due to
genetic factors and the fact that
many of the compounds in soap
are found in cilantro. Attendees
could test whether or not they
were a “super taster” a “medium taster” or a “poor taster.” The
results of the test were dependent on how many palates the
test-takers had, which could be
determined by dabbing blue foodcoloring on their tongue.
The
third
experiment
involved “magic berries” and

lemons, which was also a tasting
test. Students would eat a “magic
berry” that would bind to certain
receptors on their taste buds then
taste food and find that typically
sour things tasted sweet.
“This is the first time we’re
doing this,” said junior and event
organizer Cheyenne Beckelman,
who was managing the “Women
in Science” table. “But we hope to
make this an annual thing, with
different themes. The theme this
year is the brain.”
At the “Women in Science”
table, there was a display of ten
different women who significantly impacted science discovery throughout history. There was
also a matching quiz to fill out,
which helped prepare students
for the Jeopardy! questions. Candy
was the reward for getting most of
the questions correct.
At the neuroscience table,
attendees could play a game in
which two people wore headsets
that wrapped around their foreheads and allowed the wearers to
telekinetically make a ball move
across a plastic board. The students running the table explained
that the game worked by monitoring brainwaves.
The physics table had plastic
circuit parts, which were used for
building. At the electromagnetic
table there was a setup of LED
lights, which had to be manually cranked, an electrified metal
cylindrical object in which different thicknesses of metal rings
could be placed and used to create
its own magnetic field as well as
a box that showed the inside of a
computer.
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Seniority Report
Leigh Kronsnoble
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

I read a news headline the
other day without looking closely
at the source. It sounded absurd.
It was only after I had re-read the
headline several times that I realized that my thinking it as another
satirical, Onion-type article was
wrong and that it was, in fact, true.
When the news becomes outrageous enough to not immediately
believe, when sensationalism and
untruths are not immediately and
fervently regarded as such, when
Saturday Night Live doesn’t have
to try, it is a lot of things, if not

Alt-Opinion
incomprehensible and frustrating
(and apparently, maybe necessarily, funny).
In an effort to keep with
the theme of this column—writing about the thoughts, feelings
and exasperation that come with
life at Lawrence and the idea of
moving on (presumably forward,
although that is clearly TBD), it
certainly feels trivial to pick something small to write on within
our insular community, when the
scope of our focus is necessarily so much bigger. It is hard to
poke fun at the everyday, to drone
on about the mundane, when it
is precisely those fears that we

assuage in doing so that seem
more real than they have before.
I decided instead to recognize that difficulty, to tow the
line of uncertainty, to realize that
this sort of incredulousness and
lack of certainty is not just mine
alone. This is a recognition of
where I find myself in the midst
of sixth week, winter term and
life at Lawrence, a reflection that
is more “real” (since we’re unsure
about this word now, apparently)
than a few hundred words about
something that I couldn’t care less
about. I don’t speak for anyone

See page 11

Excerpts from an overactive imagination.

Tia Colbert

“Train”

Staff Writer

_____________________________________

SCENE, Train. LORRINE stands in
the corner with another woman in
her mid-20s.
LORRINE: I hear some people
build houses on the edge of mountains.
ETTA: It’s not something I’d recommend, but it is one way to live.
LORRINE: Living is all about staying
true to yourself, anyway.
ETTA: Right on!
LORRINE: Whispering. What
about him? Gestures to man sitting
diagonally from them.
ETTA: Ew, look at his shoes. He
would be a meager payout at best.
LORRINE: Fine. Keep looking then.
But I have to be home in an hour.
ETTA: Oh, don’t whine. We’ll find
someone. She ducks her head.
LORRINE: What? What?!
ETTA: Angling her head. That one.
The man she’s indicating has just
entered the train. He’s wearing a
tailored suit with a Rolex watch
peeking from beneath the left
sleeve.
LORRINE: Wrinkling her nose. You
can have it, he’s not my type.
ETTA: Smiling. I know.
She takes a deep breath, saunters
to the man and sits next to him.
LORRINE: Muttering. There she
goes.
LORRINE watches as they make
small talk. After five minutes, ETTA
catches LORRINE’S eye.
LORRINE: My time to shine.

The man gets up, ETTA rising with
him. As the train slows for the stop,
LORRINE walks toward them. The
stop is harsh, and LORRINE uses
the force the propel herself into
the man.
LORRINE: Oh, gosh! I am so sorry.
THE MAN: Annoyed. Yeah, it’s fine.
ETTA: These old trains, huh?
THE MAN: Smiles. Yeah. So I’ll see
you Wednesday?
ETTA: Of course, darling.
He EXITS.
LORRINE: Rolling her eyes. Show
me what we’ve got.
ETTA huffs and pulls a leather wallet from her pocket. She frowns as
she opens it.
ETTA: You have got to be kidding
me.
LORRINE: What is it? All cards and
no cash?
ETTA turns the wallet around. It is
empty except for a note.

How stupid do you think I am?
Have a nice day (:

LORRINE: People are getting
smarter, I guess.
ETTA: Stomping her right foot. It’s
not fair.
LORRINE: Scoffs. Look who’s
whining now.
Defeated, they both sit quietly for
the rest of the train ride.
THE END

SPORTS
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Hockey season winds down

Molly Doruska
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

As they end of the season is quickly approaching, the
Lawrence University Hockey team
faced off against the Milwaukee
School of Engineering (MSOE)
on Thursday, February 2nd and
Friday, February 3rd. The Vikings
hosted the first game while they
traveled to Milwaukee for the
rematch.
On Thursday night, after a
relatively quiet first period, MSOE
got on the board first when junior
Jared Tafoya scored with just 23
seconds reaming in the period giving the Raiders a 1-0 lead. MSOE
added to their lead at the 6:03
minute in the second period on
a power play goal as senior Gage
Christianson found the back of
the net. The Vikings had a huge
scoring opportunity in the 2nd
period as they had a two-man
advantage for about a minute,
but they were unable to convert
the power play. MSOE added one
other goal in the 3rd period when
junior Connor Enciso scored at
the 3:31 mark, and they won the
game 3-0. Despite leading shots
28-24, the Vikings were unable
to score. This was the first time
the team has been shut out since
November 2015. Freshman Evan
Cline had a strong performance in
goal making 21 saves.
The second matchup started in a different fashion. At the
15:39 mark in the 1st period, the
Vikings took the 1-0 lead on a
goal by senior Sean Reynolds. He
was assisted by freshman Daniel
Gysi and freshman Matt Beranek.

MSOE evened the score at 1-1 in
the 3rd minute of the 2nd period
on a goal from senior Brandon
Unser. A little less than ten minutes later, at the 11:25 mark, MSOE
went up 2-1 on a shorthanded
goal by freshman Nick Redmon.
The Vikings were able to tie up
the score at 2-2 in the 3rd period. Junior Austin Frank, assisted
by sophomore Josh Koepplinger,
took advantage of a power play
and found the back of the net at
the 3:31 mark. This was the first
goal of the season for Frank. After
a scoreless overtime period, the
game ended in a 2-2 tie. Cline had
a spectacular performance in goal
making 39 saves in the game.
With the pickup the of the
point from the tie game, the
Vikings (5-13-3, 4-9-3 NCHA)
are sitting at fourth place in their
division, only four points behind
Northland College. To qualify for
the playoffs, Lawrence will need
to take over third place in the
division standings. With only four
games remaining in the season,
there is little time for the Vikings to
make up the difference. Their next
series, on February 10th and 11th,
is extremely important as they
face-off against Northland. Both
games are at home, the Appleton
Family Ice Center at 7 p.m. on
Friday and 4 p.m. on Saturday.
This will be a huge opportunity
for the Vikings to earn some much
needed points while making sure
that Northland cannot keep pace.
As their season gets closer to its
end, look for the Vikings to be
playing their best hockey of the
season as the lights get brighter.

Basketball hunts for tournament berth in final games

Photo by Victor Nguyen

first time Lawrence scored more
than 50 points in the first half in
the 2016-2017 season.
Peterson kept adding more
three-pointers at the beginning
of the second half, contributing
three in eight shots beyond the arc
for the Vikings. After only seven
minutes of play, the Vikings had a
30-point lead, crushing the hope
of Beloit College. Stephani and
freshman Abhishek Venkatesh
successfully drove two consecutive layups to finish a 13-4 run.
The Vikings scored 39 more
points in the last thirteen minutes,
while Beloit only responded with
28. The final buzzer blew and the
Vikings seized a 101-67 victory
against Beloit College.
Peterson led the team with 25
points, including eight out of ten
beyond the arc. Jeremy Stephani
got close with 19 points, while
Mclaughlin reached his career
high of seven assists.
In contrast of the Viking
men’s performance, the Lady
Vikes fell 64-40 to Beloit College.
Before this match, many injuries,
including senior Aubrey Scott and
junior Natalie Kramer during the
match versus Cornell had predicted a harsh time ahead for the Lady
Vikes. In the Midwest Conference
Standings, Beloit College stood
higher than Lawrence with three
more wins. History also favors
Beloit in that they hold a 37-28
advantage over the Vikings, and
have won the last 17 meetings.
The first quarter went well
for the Viking women when
they were only down by eight.

There are only five games
left until the Midwest Conference
tournament starts, and only the
top four teams can join the tournament. Following the Vikings’
loss at Cornell on Tuesday,
January 31st, the men’s basketball
team was standing in fifth place
in the conference, one win behind
Grinnell. Therefore, the team’s win
against Beloit College on Saturday,
February 4th was really important
to improve the Vikings’ chance of
getting into the final tournament.
With a high-spirited determination, the Viking men seized the
101-67 victory with a combined
18 three-pointers from both sides.
Both team traded baskets in
the first three minutes of the first
half, however three failed shots left
the Vikings behind by two. Then,
two consecutive three-pointers
from juniors Jeremy Stephani and
Ben Peterson stopped the seesaw

battle and put the Vikings into the
lead. The next five minutes were
a one-sided show from Lawrence
University. The team extended
the lead to 15 points, making the
score 21-6. This was a solid start
for the Vikings. The team was carried by their three point shots—
four out of six shots beyond the
arc, including two by Stephani and
two by Peterson.
The atmosphere in the
Alexander Gym became even hotter when the Vikings pushed the
lead to a 20-point difference at
34-14 with a clutch three point
shot by senior Connor Weas.
Beloit managed to narrow the
gap to 43-28 in the last minute
of the first half, but it could not
end the hot shooting day of the
Vikes. Junior Ben Peterson continued making sharp threes, following by one more point from the
free throw line. Freshman Quinn
Fisher closed the first half with a
beautiful layup at the buzzer to
seize the score 53-32. This is the

of California- San Diego, Temple
University, University of the
Incarnate Word and Fairleigh
Dickinson University.
The men’s team had a record
of 3-3 throughout the weekend.
The Vikings came out on top
over Incarnate Word and Caltech
by a score of 19-8. During the
Vikings’ match against Incarnate
Word, sabre won 9-0, foil won 6-3,
and epee lost 4-5. In the match
against Caltech, the Vikings had
a record of sabre 7-2, foil 6-3 and
epee 6-3. The Vikings won against
Northwestern 18-9 with a record
of sabre 5-4, foil 8-1, and epee
5-4. The Vikings fell to UC- San
Diego 22-5, Penn State 22-5, and
Princeton 20-7.
The women’s team had

a record of 1-6 throughout the
weekend. The Vikings defeated
Caltech 22-5 with an excellent
outcome in sabre 9-0, followed
by foil 7-2, and epee 6-3. The
Vikings had close matches with
UC- San Diego, Incarnate Word,
and Farleigh Dickinson, falling
16-11 in both matches. Princeton
dominated the match against the
Vikings 27-0. Temple and Penn
State came out on top of the
Vikings, 24-3 and 23-4 respectively. Despite the losses on both
sides of the team, they were able
to have fun and compete to their
fullest potential.
The main goals for the
Vikings combined was the determination to win as many matches
as possible and put an enormous

amount of effort into the bouts,
especially in the matches against
the tougher schools. As the season heads more into the practice
dominated section leading up to
the Midwest Fencing Conference
Championships and the NCAA
Midwest Regional Championships,
the team has their own personal goals, along with focusing on
blade work, foot work and other
techniques that will be useful
for competitive environments.
Another goal is the recruitment of
new members for next year.
The focal objective for the
weeks leading up to the Midwest
Fencing Conference Championship
is to focus on technique as well
as honing down the skills that
are already trained. “We will be

practicing very hard for these
upcoming events,” said sophomore Ariana Calderon-Zavala. “We
will go up against schools like
Notre Dame and Ohio State, so we
will have to focus immensely on
those areas if we want to achieve
our goals.” After Regionals there
is Nationals, but only those who
place top five out of the ample
competitors of fencers will go, so
the end of the season will probably
rest in the hands of the Regional
competition. The Midwest Fencing
Conference Championships will
be held on the February 25th and
26th in Columbus, Ohio.

tion. This can be said for many
activities, such as card and board
games, but one would be hardpressed to say that the GMTC
Contest is very similar to a game
of Red Tens or Monopoly.
The main difference between
the GMTC and what most would
label as “games” is the physical
toll players place upon themselves. In order for a GMTC team
to win, its members must have the
stamina to compete questions for
the entire the two-day span of the
game. While games like Settlers
of Catan and Texas Hold ‘Em can
last for extended periods of time,
it would be highly unusual for
them to go to the lengths that the
GMTC does. The grueling length of
the GMTC is a defining, necessary
condition of the contest, whereas
other activities categorized as
games do not require participants
to subject themselves to such

physical conditions. Additionally,
some of the GMTC’s questions
require physical activity.
Since the GMTC’s physical
demands distinguish it from other
activities labelled as games, can it
be considered a sport? MerriamWebster defines a sport as a
“physical activity engaged in for
pleasure [or] a particular activity
(as an athletic game) so engaged
in.” The definition of sport emphasizes the physical nature of the
competition—something that differentiates the GMTC from other
similar activities. The contest is
even more physically taxing than
a match of bowling or golf—two
activities that are defined as
sports.
It is important to note that
the physical focus of the GMTC
is not nearly as great as sports
like football, soccer and rugby. A

Michele Haeberlin

Kilgus carried the team with her
second place finish in the mile at
5:30.73, close behind the Stevens
Point winner, Emily Scheibecker
at 5:22.30.
The team was pleased with
the outcome of the meet, viewing it as another step towards the
conference championships in two
weeks. Junior Margie Norby said
of the meet, “The team put in their
best effort this weekend and set
quite a few personal records and
season best marks. Conference is
a [few short] weeks away, so we
are setting the bar high for each
meet leading up to then.” The
Viking women took seventh in
team standings overall with 17
points.
Make sure to support the
team as they return to UW- Stevens
Point for the Stevens Point Big
Dawg Invitational February 18th!

Victor Nguyen
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

See page 10

Individual Wins for Viking Fencers at the Northwestern Duals
Tina Schrage
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

This past weekend, the
Lawrence University Fencing
team travelled to the University of
Notre Dame for the Northwestern
Duals, which was hosted by
Northwestern University at Notre
Dame due to renovations of their
own gym. Together, the men’s
and women’s teams were able
to steal four wins in the competition throughout the weekend.
Lawrence went up against some
intense competition against bigger schools such as Northwestern
University, Stanford University,
Penn State University, Princeton
University, California Institute of
Technology (Caltech), University

What is Trivia? A sport? A game? Neither? UW-Stevens Point Invitational
Alex Kurki

Former Copy Chief

_____________________________________

It has been two weeks since
the Great Midwest Trivia Contest
(GMTC). Now that the dust
has settled and sleep has been
caught up on—to one degree or
another—we can reflect on it.
Throughout my Lawrence career,
I have always wondered how to
categorize the GMTC—is it a just
a game, or should it be considered
a sport?
The
Merriam-Webster
Dictionary defines a “game” as “a
physical or mental competition
conducted according to rules with
the participants in direct opposition to each other.” The GMTC
certainly fits all of the criteria to
be a game: teams compete for
a prize that can be won by only
one team, and players use their
mental capacities in this competi-

See page 11

Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Last Saturday, the Lawrence
track teams traveled to the
University of Wisconsin- Stevens
Point Invite. The men did well,
with sophomore Josh Janusiak as
a top finisher in the mile, earning seventh place with a time of
4:32.48. First place was won by
Stevens Point’s Alex Egbert in
4:23.90. Freshman Will Nichols
obtained two top ten placements,
with eighth in the 400 meters in
52.10 seconds and ninth in the
triple jump at a distance of 40 feet
and 5.5 inches. The men’s team
placed 9th overall in the meet.
For the lady Vikings, junior
Hannah Kinzer won fourth in the
3,000 at 11:19.23, and senior
Amy Hutchings got fifth in the
800 at 2:39.84 for two solid top
five finishes. Finally, senior Kate
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Vikings of the Week
Wes Hetcher
Indoor Track

Olivia Hoesley
Basketball

by Shane Farrell

by Arianna Cohen

STANDINGS
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
Cornell
St. Norbert
Ripon
Grinnell
Knox
Illinois
Beloit
Lake Forest
Monmouth
Lawrence

MWC
14-1
12-3
12-3
10-5
9-6
8-7
4-11
4-11
2-13
0-15

OVR
16-4
15-5
14-6
12-8
12-8
11-9
6-14
5-15
2-18
2-18

MEN’S BASKETBALL
Photo by Emei Thompson

Photo by Emei Thompson

This week I had the pleasure to talk with senior Wesley Hetcher.
Hetcher is a senior pole vaulter on the indoor and outdoor track
teams and played football for the Vikings this fall. At the Platteville
Invitational, he vaulted 3.41m and over this weekend at the Stevens
Point Invitational he vaulted 3.91m, coming close to breaking the
school indoor record of 4.29m. Hetcher will try again at the record
after reading period February 18th at the Big Dawg Invitational.
Shane Farrell: You play football and pole vault during indoor
and outdoor track. What is it like participating in a sport all year
round?
Wes Hetcher: It can sometimes be a struggle to be an in-season
athlete for 90+ percent of the academic year. Not focusing on one
sport for the entirety of the year means I can’t prepare as much,
but I like that I can find skills or mentalities that transfer from one
to the other. I was also a three-sport athlete in high school, so I
guess like most Lawrentians, I’m just used to not taking a break.
SF: How/why did you get into pole vaulting?

WH: My dad coaches high school track, and he was/is always vocal
about the state of the team and what sort of competition to expect.
We had only a senior vaulting at the time, so he and I both knew
someone would need to step up. I figured I’d give it a shot, and
from the get-go couldn’t jump enough. Oh, and YouTube. Watching
people fall got to be really fun.
SF: How does the indoor team look two meets into the season?

WH: We have a much deeper team than I remember from previous
years. We’ve had guys listed with the top 20-30 times/jumps in the
nation already, and can augment that with 2 or 3 who are of comparable skill. With Carrol leaving the Midwest Conference (MWC),
and “wild card” entries becoming a factor, we can do something
special on February 24-25th. We added a lot of young talent, and
I’m excited to see just how much we can accomplish. (Hint: a lot)
SF: What are your goals this year for pole vault?

WH: My personal goal is to break out the chisel. I’m within reach, I
believe, of the school record for the indoor vault. If it doesn’t come
together quite right by then, the outdoor record is waiting as well.
To be more abstract about it, I want to be a great teammate. I mentioned we have a fair few freshmen and sophomores with plenty of
talent. Helping them develop and remain focused is key to having

See page 11

This week, I sat down with my close friend, junior Olivia
Hoesley of the women’s basketball team. Olivia has been a key
offensive threat for the Vikings since she arrived freshman year.
As the conference season comes to a close, Olivia reflects on her
successful junior season, and looks forward to her final season as
a Viking.
Arianna Cohen: Throughout your career, you have been one of
the more pivotal players behind the three-point arc. What kinds of
training do you do to increase your three-point percentage?
Olivia Hoesley: I try to get into the gym whenever I have extra
time to get some shots up, and try to make the shooting drills we
do in practice as game like as possible.
AC: You have been managing a calf injury for almost two years,
how do you believe this has or has not affected your game?

OH: It affected my game a lot my sophomore year, because I physically couldn’t keep up for long and was always needing to get a
break. Along with the physical aspect, it also affected my mental
game a lot too, because I tried pretty much everything possible,
and nothing seemed to be helping, which was very frustrating.
But I’ve been fortunate this year though, and haven’t had as many
problems with them as I have in the past and they feel pretty great
most of the time.
AC: What steps do you take to mentally prepare yourself before
a game?

OH: Before a game I usually look over the scouting report and
the key players on the other team. Then I’ll listen to It’s Tricky by
Run-DMC (shout out to Natalie Kramer) to get me hyped up and
ready to go.
AC: What has been your favorite part of this season?

OH: My favorite part of the season has definitely been the positive
attitude that surrounds our team. It’s great having teammates and
coaches who never give up, who are always there for you and have
your back. It’s nice knowing that whatever I have going on, I can
always count on my teammates to pick me up.
AC: As the conference season comes to a close, what are your goals
for your final games?

OH: Our goals for our final games are just to go out and compete,
do the little things right, improve, and give it our all.

Super Bowl Recap: A Good, But Unpredictable Game
Wesley Hetcher
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

“It was a good game.“
My mother is a damn smart
woman, and can turn a hell of
a phrase. Her deadpan, in-depth
analysis of Super Bowl LI is undeniably the best way to describe
Super Bowl LI.
I don’t want to go too far into
the details of how the Falcons blew
a 25-point lead while in the third
quarter of a game which they, to
that point, had never lost control.

I will take some time to mention how this was the first Super
Bowl to require an extra period
of play to determine a champion.
That’s correct. This one went to
overtime. After 60 minutes, the
28-28 score was even, but all
momentum was squarely with the
Patriots.
I’ll avoid heralding Tom Brady
as one of the better quarterbacks
of the Super Bowl era. Jimmy
Garrapolo is unquestionably more
proficient. And I won’t mention
the awkwardness of NFL commis-

sioner Roger Goodell as he handed
Patriots owner Robert Kraft the
Lombardi trophy after the conclusion.
I will say the Boston/New
England area continues to have an
absolutely ri-god-damn-diculous
amount of success in athletics, winning their tenth championship of
the four major sports in this millennium. Five rings for Brady and
head coach Belichick is nothing to
scoff at.
It’d be too extensive to give
a play-by-play of the comeback.

Suffice it to say, the Atlanta mistakes were numerous. Some may
say play-calling was the issue, as
the Falcons only ran the ball 5
times after getting their 25-point
lead. I say they simply failed to
capitalize on the opportunities
presented to them.
As is the case in most Super
Bowls since 1995, there was a
particularly spectacular reception that helped decide the fate of
the game. In fact, there were two.

See page 11

TEAM
St. Norbert
Ripon
Lake Forest
Lawrence
Cornell
Grinnell
Monmouth
Beloit
Illinois
Knox

MWC
14-1
12-3
10-5
9-6
8-7
6-9
6-9
4-11
4-11
1-14

OVR
17-3
15-5
13-7
8-11
9-11
13-7
6-14
6-14
7-13
1-19

HOCKEY
TEAM

NHCA
South
13-3
11-7
9-6-1
8-8
6-6-4
4-11-1

14-5-2
13-9-1
12-8-1
12-9
9-7-5
4-16-1

North
St. Norbert
12-3-1
St. Scholastica 10-5-1
Northland
7-8-1
Lawrence
4-9-3
Finlandia
0-18

16-4-1
12-8-1
9-10-2
5-13-3
0-23

Adrian
Marian
Concordia
Lake Forest
MSOE
Aurora

OVR

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
and www.nchahockey.org
February 8, 2017

LU SPORTS
TRIVIA
Question:
The gates opening
onto the track at the
Alex Gym commemorate what major event
in U.S. and world history?
Answer to last week’s question:
Lawrence’s fight song is The Viking
Polka, written by Erik Anderson.
Answers will be published in next
week’s issue.
Submit
your
answer
to
theodore.h.kortenhof@lawrence.
edu for a chance to win a prize!
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Sell Us Your Major: Studio Art & Art History
Andrew Brown
Staff Writer

________________________________________________

This column is devoted to sharing student and faculty input on the various majors
offered at Lawrence. The goal is to highlight
areas of study that are not well known and to
provide undecided students an inside look at
things they may want to study.
Every student dashes past the Wriston
Art Center on a daily basis to make it
to their classes on time or to get their
much needed dose of caffeine from the Café.
However, taking one step into Wriston is
like stepping into a new world full of paintings, photographs, sculptures and more.
The art majors here at Lawrence, on the
other hand, call the place home.
The art program at Lawrence encompasses two distinct fields of the study of
art: studio art and art history. The studio art
major is a tactile field of study where students work closely with faculty members
on a variety of different artistic mediums.
Painting, drawing, printmaking, photography, ceramics, sculpture and new media
all find their place under the umbrella of a
studio art degree.
“Studio art is whatever the person
creating it wants it to be,” said Instructor of
Studio Art Tony Conrad. “It is, very loosely,
a means of expression, whether it’s personal, political or anything that the creator
deems it to be about. Studio art is certainly
an important part of the liberal arts in
general, but I think it is also a great place
for students to respond to the world that
we’re faced with. It may be a way to express
oneself in a time of change and uncertainty.”
Students who choose to major in studio art are not limited to only one medium.
They are encouraged to try out as many
different mediums as possible to truly get
a feel for what types of art they are most
passionate about.
“Studio art majors need to be prepared
to work,” Conrad said. “They must have a
capacity to make mistakes and an ability
to recover and learn from them. One thing
I would recommend is for students to try
as many areas as possible and try to find
the ones that really make sense to them […]
You can spend a lot of time looking at all the
different things you can do with a studio

art degree and truly
discover what type
of art works best for
a person.”
Students who
have a particular
interest in art, but
may not be as interested in creating
and sharing work of
their own may want
to explore the art
history major. Art
history is an interdisciplinary field of
study that involves
looking closely at
works of art in every
form, and contextualizing them in the
terms of multiple
different aspects of
human life and culture.
Assistant
Professor of Art
History Benjamin
Tilghman explained,
“As a discipline, it
is one of the best
examples of the
liberal arts ideal.
The liberal arts are
based on a fundamental belief that
everything human
beings can possibly
be interested in is
interconnected. This is one of those disciplines where you can really put that into
practice. Through looking at a piece of
art, you can talk about literature, history,
anthropology, politics, economic, music and
so much more. We sometimes even work
with the natural sciences to look at what
kind of pigments are at work in a certain
piece. There really is not a single discipline
that I couldn’t very easily find a connection
to through art history.”
“Art history is just a very rewarding
major,” said sophomore art history major
Anna Cohen. “There’s not much that is quite
like it. As an art history major, I’m always
looking at and contemplating the paintings

Art students listen to a presentation on the current exhibit in the Wriston Gallery.
Photo courtesy of Beth Zinsli

and posters around campus. When I go
on the internet, I see advertisements and
memes and I’m analyzing them in the contexts I learn from my art history classes. Art
is something that is always around us, and
the skills that I pick up from my art history
classes are constantly applying to what I
see every day.”
The largest criticism that the studio art
and art history fields receive is questioning
the practicality of art degrees. Many people
may be deterred from following an artistic
path for fear of unemployment once they
leave college.
“It’s a fair concern,” Tilghman said on

the matter. “However, each of us only get
one chance in our life to spend four years
to explore a subject we’re truly excited
about, so I challenge students to think very
carefully about making the best out of that
opportunity. The second is that it might not
matter after you graduate that you remember what year Caravaggio was working, but
what you will learn in art history is careful,
visual observation. Art history students
learn how to look and think about what
they are looking at much more carefully
and with much greater clarity. They learn

Katie Mueller

This bike repair space will hopefully
initiate and grow a bicycle network on
campus. “It’s an outlet for students to
stay active, make connections, have fun,
and get out of the Lawrence Bubble by
biking to places like High Cliff or Bubolz
Nature Preserve,” Lau stated. “Bikes require
constant maintenance. Tires go flat, wires
snap, and chains break. A benefit for a
cycling ‘network’ is that we can be a nearby resource to support the community of
students who use their bikes on-campus.
When the nearest bike shop is a 20-minute
walk away, it’s difficult to make the trip
when your workload advises not to.”
In the future, The LU Bike Club is
mainly hoping to find more ways to collaborate with other biking networks within
the community. Appleton already has a
growing cycling community; teaming up
with community bikers will help to link the
university to Appleton in a new way. They
also hope to be able to host programs for
young people of Appleton to learn about
bikes and bike mechanics. They are also
hopeful to be able to work with Riverview
Gardens to learn more about bike repair
and mechanics and to be able to help out in
their own bike shop.
The LU Bike Club will be tabling outside Andrew Commons on Tuesday, Feb. 14
and Wednesday, Feb. 15 from 12:30 p.m. to
1:30 p.m. These tabling times will help the
group to get a sense of who might be interested in utilizing the resources that the bike
repair shop would offer.

See page 11

New Space for Bike Club
Staff Writer

________________________________________________

LU Bike Club, one of the newer additions to Lawrence’s student organizations roster since Fall 2016, is getting an
upgrade. Besides working to define the
mission and the scope of the group, they
are also working to build a bike repair
space on campus. As of now, the club executive board members include president and
sophomore Jason Lau, ride coordinator and
freshman Theo Arden, event coordinator
and freshman Nate Merz, event coordinator
and freshman Claire Zimmerman and secretary and freshman Celine Stichert.
“The bike shop will help us to do more
than just go on rides together,” said the
president of the club and sophomore Jason
Lau. “We’ll be learning about how our very
own bikes work and the necessary skills
to fix and build them ourselves. We hope
that our members will become skilled bike
mechanics and be willing to help and teach
other.”
The club aims to benefit students who
are unable to bring their bikes to Lawrence,
or simply do not have one. International
students, for example, would most likely
not be able to bring their bikes if they want
to.
The club has received a grant from the
Class of 1965 to make the bike shop possible. Since then, they have been working
with Campus Life to find a space to store
these bikes. The only setback in these plans
is confirming where this bike repair space
will be.
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Peaceful Protest at Houdini Plaza
Anh Ta

Features Co-Editor

________________________________________________

Last Thursday, Feb. 2, from 2 p.m. to 6
p.m., many students, faculty and staff members of the Lawrence community joined
forces with many other Appleton community members to protest President Donald
Trump’s recent travel ban on people from
seven Middle Eastern Muslim countries,
including refugees fleeing extraordinary
circumstances and fatally dangerous conflict zones. Called “Peaceful Protest for a
United America,” the protest saw the larger
Appleton community coming together to
promote love and acceptance, and to demonstrate support for marginalized groups,
especially refugees and immigrants.
Standing for four hours in the bitter
cold on the sidewalks of Houdini Plaza,
many protesters tirelessly chanted uplifting messages of resistance. The palpable
enthusiasm was very empowering to all
protesters and witnesses.
“I estimated around 150 [students],”
said junior Oswaldo Gomez, one of the
organizers of the protest. “It was really

positive. I think it was one of the largest
student manifestations in Appleton since
I’ve been here.”
The protest, started by an Appleton
community member, quickly gained support at Lawrence as Gomez and junior
Kanzuda Islam helped spread the word on
campus. Students rallied quickly around
the cause, which to many of them was
extremely personal.
“I am here to also support my friends,”
said sophomore Daniel Vaca, as he got
ready to head to Houdini Plaza with the
Lawrence students group. “This is to let
them know that we are with them, we support them.”
To Gomez, it was also to connect with
and support marginalized groups in the
bigger Appleton community, and extending
his reach beyond Lawrence.
“As a marginalized minority student,
I think it is important for the Lawrence
community to [be] engaged with the community in Appleton,” Gomez commented.
“It was a chance for me to tell other people
that are feeling disenfranchised that they
mattered; that we are all here together and

standing in solidarity with one another.”
While protest is a powerful tool to connect people and spread the messages, it was
clear that there is still much left to be done.
An Appleton native seasoned social activist
Nettie McGee made her rounds through
the crowds to remind students to engage
with local politics. She encouraged students
to walk to Congressman Mike Gallagher’s
office, now the representative of the eighth
district, at the Radisson Paper Valley Hotel
the next day to tell his office of their cause,
or to simply call in.
“Protests are important because they
bring information to the people,” commented McGee. “A lot of people do not
know what’s going on because our media is
unfortunately not so good. So this is a way
to bring attention to the issue, and then we
need to break up into groups and work on
issues together. You need to join groups,
like Citizen Action, or the Democratic Party,
or National Alliance on Mental Illness
(NAMI), here.”
“You need to get involved; democracy
takes work,” McGee emphasized.
The protest is not the first time this

year that Lawrence and the Appleton community rallied together. On Sunday, Jan. 29,
an impromptu candlelight vigil organized
by Lawrence professors was quickly put
together to support refugees and immigrants in light of Trump’s executive order.
It was spontaneous but garnered massive
support, with the main message that everyone needed to educate themselves, participate and engage more with local politics to
get things done.
Concrete actions that many mentioned
at the protest as well as the candlelight vigil
included donating to organizations such as
the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)
or the International Rescue Committee
(IRC), volunteering, voting in the upcoming
state superintendent election and reaching
out to local organizations.
“For students, reaching out to community members and local groups that
share our ideals will be the most efficient
next step,” stated Gomez. “It is time for
Lawrentians to pop the bubble and look
outside to see how the issues they care
about are affecting people in the Fox Cities.”

United States Refugee Admissions Program
has also been suspended for 120 days.
The ban has become a source of worry
for students and faculty from outside of the
U.S., especially those directly affected by the
ban. While Trump asserts that the order
is meant “to protect the American people
from terrorist attacks by foreign nationals admitted to the United States,” many
have dubbed it a “Muslim ban” because of
the apparent targeting of Muslim-majority
countries.
The Lawrence administration has
made conscious efforts to support students
and faculty influenced by the ban. “What
I hope that all members of our community feel is that we will do everything in our
power and authority to support our community members and also that we’re very
open to suggestions about what we can
actually do as a campus community,” said
President Mark Burstein.
One of these efforts to help includes
offering summer employment opportuni-

ties if “students choose to stay here over
the summer, because maybe they just don’t
want to travel on the off chance that something happens,” McSorley said, adding, “I
would definitely suggest that any international student making travel plans should
talk with me to make sure that I can give
the best advice possible for their individual
situation.”
Julie Esch Hurvis Dean of Spiritual and
Religious Life Linda Morgan-Clement has
reached out to the Muslim community, asking non-Muslims to join her “in supporting
those members of our community who feel
alienated by changes in our national immigration policies and practices” in a campuswide email sent last Thursday.
Burstein suggested that students and
faculty affected by the ban only travel “for
essential purposes,” and carry a state ID or
driver’s license for identification when travelling within the United States, as opposed
to a passport.” The administration has also
considered the specific effects of the ban

on faculty and staff. “It’s complicated to
get appropriate work status in the United
States,” Burstein explained. “It is certainly
going to remain the same if not become
more complicated. This kind of event also
affects those people.”
Since the implementation of the ban, it
is clear that the administration has made it
a priority to support those affected. “There
are some enduring values,” Burstein said,
“core values for us as a liberal arts college, as a community, and one of them is to
ensure that every member of this community is safe and that we create an environment in which all of them can thrive.”
Educating the community, providing
resources and creating an open conversation about the future is a great start to tackle this situation. As far as the future effects
of the ban, McSorley said, “I think that it
will be highly scrutinized, so I feel confident
that people’s voices will be heard.”

Administration Response to Immigration Ban

Kate Morton
Staff Writer

_______________________________________________

The recent immigration ban has
caused great concern since its implementation, and the Lawrence community is no
exception. Concerns have only increased
since President Donald Trump signed an
executive order “Enhancing Public Safety in
the Interior of the United States,” banning
immigrants from seven different majorityMuslim countries.
“It can be a real concern and, you
know, even countries that are not on the
list, I would say, people are asking me,
‘could this affect me?’ and the answer is
that it might,” said Director of International
Student Services Leah McSorley. “I think the
important thing is just to keep an eye on the
news and be careful about travel.”
The ban, signed January 27, prohibits
citizens of Iraq, Syria, Iran, Sudan, Libya,
Somalia and Yemen from travelling into
the United States for a 90-day period. The

Photo Feature: Spectrum Dance Theater

Spectrum Dance Theater gives a presentation with an emphasis on diversity and
African American culture in the Lawrence Memorial Chapel.
Photo by Taylor Blackson
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Elias String Quartet
performs in the Chapel
Wendell Leafstedt
Staff Writer

Jazz Faculty Big
Band Concert
Izzy Yellen
Columnist

______________________

Any student in the jazz
department is undoubtedly
familiar with the faculty jazz
combo and its various combinations, but concerts from the
big band are a whole lot rarer.
Fortunately, though, their talents did not go unheard on
Feb. 1 when they performed
the music of Dave Rivello, a
bandleader and teacher at
Eastman. Written for an atypical big band, Rivello’s music
allowed the use of nearly all
the jazz faculty as well as a few
guests.
The band featured a
reed section of Instructor of
Music Sumner Truax, Assistant
Professor of Music and Director
of Jazz Studies José Encarnación
and sophomore Linder Wendt;
a brass section of Associate
Professor of Music John Daniel,
Marty Robinson ‘89, Associate
Dean of the Conservatory and
Professor of Music Jeffery
Stannard, Assistant Professor
of Music Tim Albright,
Associate Professor of Music
Nick Keelan and Instructor of
Music Marty Erickson; and a
rhythm section of Instructor of
Music Patty Darling, Instructor
of Music Matt Turner, Associate
Professor of Music Mark Urness
and Professor of Music Dane
Richeson.
This unique instrumentation gave way to a whole new
set of colors and textures that
are not explored enough in jazz
composition. While it followed
the basic template of reeds,
brass and rhythm, certain
instruments such as bass clarinet and tuba gave the ensemble
a fresh sound. Other instruments, including soprano saxophone, flute and flugelhorn—
which are not typically used
throughout a set—were used
frequently in Rivello’s compositions.
The concert opened with
the first track on Rivello’s album
“Facing the Mirror,” the laidback
but spunky “One By One By
One.” With simple ideas layered,
echoed and developed, the
beginning hooked me; setting
itself apart from the many other
things I have heard the faculty
play. After the space was filled,
the band dissipated, freeing
the rhythm section to groove
while horns emphasized the
ends of bars with tight harmo-

___________________________

nies. Robinson added the icing
on the cake, soloing lyrically
with swooping, colorful ideas.
Albright followed him, pushing
and pulling even more with the
dense rhythm section, until they
let up and Turner freely improvised on his own. It is not often
that Turner is heard playing
piano with Urness and Richeson,
as he usually plays cello with the
jazz faculty, but the new chemistry was exciting, showing how
well the three could find their
footing and push each other to
go places they normally would
not have gone.
Two of the other tunes,
“Of Time and Time Past” and
“Sometime,” were much more
brooding and mellow. The former was like liquid, flowing
from note to note, section to
section. Its lethargic yet contained feel pervaded the duration, sounding straight from
a film noir. Dark colors from
the main melodies and backgrounds perfectly contrasted
with Robinson’s schmaltzy
trumpet solo that grabbed the
band, pulling them to an even
more suspicious soundscape.
“Sometime”—while also sentimental and lushly arranged—
showed another end of the
spectrum, dripping with emotion and nostalgia. Robinson
was also featured on this tune
and called out over smooth
chords with a velvety and commanding tone.
The final tune, “Dancing In
Circles,” was a wild ride, incorporating a minimal bassline
from piano and bass and disjunct, crunchy lines from the
horns. While the rhythm section held down the intriguing groove, the horns bubbled
over the top together, leaping
widely. The closer, much like
the third tune, “Stealing Space,”
had frequent changes—bright,
piercing stabs bounding in at
some points while at others,
the piano and bass schemed
with ominous soli-esque melodies with drums rustling
underneath.
This concert was a refreshing change from the usual
faculty jazz performances. The
compositions pulled in a different way than the combo shows,
and each musician electrified
Rivello’s music personally and
with conviction. The album he
released in 2009 certainly packs
quite a punch, but seeing so
many musicians whom I look
up to play the music made this
concert even more memorable.

On Feb. 3 in the Lawrence
Memorial Chapel, the internationally-acclaimed Elias String
Quartet performed three pieces
in distinctly different styles for a
crowd of enthusiastic Lawrentians
and Appleton residents. Founded
in 1998, the quartet is based
in London; its players are from
France, Scotland and Sweden.
From the moment they
walked onstage, the four musicians
displayed confidence and sophistication. The two sisters Sara and
Marie Bitlloch, violinist and cellist,
were followed by Donald Grant,
violinist, and Martin Saving, cellist.
The quartet started playing
right away. The first piece was
Beethoven’s “String Quartet in F
Minor, Op. 95.” During the fiery and
aggressive opening notes, it was
already obvious that these musicians are serious about their art.
As they continued, they felt every
subdivision and musical shape
together.
Every ensemble has slightly different ways of engaging in
musicianship, and the Elias Quartet

seemed to be interested in equal
division of leadership roles. Each
player took his or her turn cuing,
breathing, lifting and leaning to
pull the group along. Often, they
did not rely on one person’s cue
but rather looked at each other
and coordinated phrases instinctually.
After the Beethoven, Sara
Bitlloch stood to speak about the
upcoming “Moments Musicaux for
String Quartet, Op. 44” by György
Kurtág, a modern composer born
in 1926. The quartet had met
and worked with Kurtág, carefully fine-tuning different aspects
of the performance until they met
his high standards. “Sometimes
we’ve spent one hour on three
notes,” Sara said, “trying to make
the exact character he wants.” She
gave the audience a primer on the
structure and ideas of the piece,
which is a good idea when playing contemporary music. Each of
the six two-minute movements of
the piece has a completely different character and image it was
designed to convey.
Highlights include the first
movement, “Invocazione,” a call to
the muses. Each instrument cries
out, one bow stroke setting of a

chain reaction of others. The second movement, “Passi,” is all about
“waiting for someone’s footsteps.”
Here the cello and viola imitated
the sounds of someone creeping
through the darkness. The fourth
movement, “In memoriam György
Sebök,” features dirge-like slow
strokes on the upper strings, while
the cello plays the role of a “transcendental figure rising from darkness,” which perhaps represents
Sebök. The quartet members each
acted out their roles with energy appropriate to the tone of the
music. Again, they showed off their
ability to coordinate complicated
sounds effortlessly.
The members The Elias
String Quartet may be from all
around Europe, but they have 13
years’ experience playing together. They know how to make a
strong first impression and carry
it through the entire performance.
Their concert at Lawrence was
part of a February tour of the
United States. In March, they will
head to the Netherlands for a separate concert series.

The Elias String Quartet performs in the Lawrence Memorial Chapel.
Photo by Hikari Mine

Visiting professor lectures
on theatre traditions
Bridget Bartal

Staff Writer
_____________________________________

On Thursday, Feb. 2,
Professor Gillian Rodger held a
lecture in Harper Hall entitled
“Negotiating the Unfamiliar
World of Nineteenth Century
American Popular Theatre.” An
ethnomusicologist and professor
at the University of WisconsinMilwaukee, Rodger lectured on
this obscure yet highly intriguing
topic. The audience was mesmerized by the passion and knowledge that she displayed toward
this subject.
While categorizing the
numerous types of 19th century
theatre, Rodger also went into

great detail about the roles that
gender, race and class played in
entertainment during this time
period. The lecture included a
PowerPoint presentation containing many black and white photos
of a bygone era. Rodger, engrossed
by this period of theatre, has spent
hours researching the stories of
specific performers, ballerinas
and novelty acts; the accumulation of these accounts is impactful.
Starting with the social
stratum of each theatre, Rodger
explained the different types of
acts found at each location, and
the level of respect they received.
A low-class theatre in a povertystricken neighborhood could not
achieve the success of one in a

rich neighborhood. This fact was
partly because low-class theatres
catered to mostly working-class
men; therefore, the content was
highly sexualized. A professional
ballerina performing the same
production—in an identical outfit,
nonetheless—in a low-class versus high-class theatre would be
highly scrutinized when booked at
the working man’s theatre.
The cunning and quick wit of
Rodger was especially displayed
in the discussion of gender roles;
her comically spiteful one-liners
against sexism were amusing. At
the time, there was a lot of comedic cross-dressing in Burlesque

See page 12
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ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:
ISABEL DAMMANN

Emma Arnesen
Staff Writer

_________________________

When asked about her
interests in both geology and
violin, fifth-year senior Isabel
Dammann says, “I have really
enjoyed having one foot on each
side of College Ave, so to speak.
I am thoroughly involved in the
Conservatory, but also have a
fantastic community of geologists whom I can geek out about
rocks with.” Pursuing a Bachelor
of Music in violin performance,
Bachelor of Arts in geology and
a minor in environmental science, Dammann agrees that
Lawrence’s double-degree program has helped her explore
both areas of study while also
allowing her to travel abroad and
be a part of many different clubs
and organizations on campus.
“I feel like the doubledegree program has allowed me
to use all parts of my brain and
to balance my time so I do not
get burned out on either music
or geology,” Dammann states.
She also points out the irony of
the five-year program being the
most “liberal-artsy” because she
is able to study both the arts and
sciences, though in reality she
says that the rigor of the program makes it very difficult for

her to take many electives. “Even
with five years in school, I can
probably count on one hand the
classes I have taken that were
not required for either of my
majors or my minor. That said,
I would not have done it any
other way.” Two classes which
stand out to Dammann are
The Entrepreneurial Musician
with Dean of the Conservatory
of Music Brian Pertl and
Improvisation with Instructor of
Music Matt Turner. “Both these
courses challenged me to broaden my musical potential and to
think critically about my goals
as a musician in ways I had not
before.”
Overall, Dammann shares
the names of professors who
have both inspired and supported her during her five years
at Lawrence. For her violin
performance major, “I’d like to
give shout outs to [Associate
Professor of Violin] Samantha
George for believing in me and
pushing me to be the best violinist I can be…Turner for helping
me stretch my violin skills and
giving me fun musical opportunities over the last few years…
[and] Dean Pertl and Leila Pertl
for being two of the coolest, realest and most inspiring people I
have ever met.” In the Geology
department, Walter Schober

Professor of Environmental
Studies and Professor of Geology
Marcia Bjornerud, Associate
Professor of Geology Jeffery
Clark and Associate Professor of
Geology Andrew Knudsen have
given Dammann both “geological wisdom and support of [her]
wacky double-degree life!”
Since coming to Lawrence,
Dammann has been fortunate
to be involved in many different ensembles and music groups
which have helped broaden her
horizons. Playing classical violin
with the Suzuki method since she
was four-and-a-half years old, she
has found a new love for fiddle
music and improving upon other
non-classical styles at Lawrence.
Dammann is part of the Broken
Mandolins, a folk-string band
which also includes seniors Nick
Nootenboom, Allison BrooksConrad and Raleigh Heath. She
is also a part of the Lawrence
Symphony Orchestra (LSO),
where she recently served as concertmaster; Fiddlers of Lawrence
University (FLU), which Dammann
currently leads; the Heavy Metal
Ensemble of Lawrence University
(HMELU); the Improvisation Group
of Lawrence University (IGLU) and
she has made a few appearances
performing with the Jazz Band
and Cantala women’s choir.
“Another musical influence

Winter Carnival Concert
showcases campus bands
Ali Shuger

Staff Writer
_____________________________________

On the night of Thursday, Feb.
2, the lights in the Mead-Witter
room were dimmed, the couches
lined up in front of a meager stage.
Students trickled in, and by 8 p.m.,
most of the couches were filled for
the first act of the Winter Carnival
concert: MF Gritz. The group—
composed of vocals, bass, drums,
piano, sax and trumpet—delivered a collection of covers from
Earth, Wind & Fire to Vulfpeck
to Chance the Rapper, along with
a couple original songs: “Lady
in Red” and “Blank Check.” The
sounds were consistently smooth
and funky, making me want to
get up and dance; I heard a couple of people after the show tell
the group they should perform at
more parties—a suggestion with
which I have to agree.
After a short, fifteen-minute
break, CRME SCNE—pronounced
“Crime Scene”—took the stage. A
one-man EDM act, he started off
the hour by describing its con-

tents: “a little trap, a little house…
and I might spew my thoughts
a little bit.” And thoughts he did
spew. Although he told the audience that he would be performing
“more of a listening set” where he
would “not really be doing much,”
the hour wasn’t nearly as boring as
he joked it would be. It was filled
with dry and often self-deprecating humor, and a lot of dancing—if
not from anybody but CRME SCNE
himself. The music was exactly
what he said it would be—plenty of breathy female vocals and
repetitive drum and bass tracks—
but what really made it entertaining was the artist’s awareness of
and ability to joke about both the
musical archetype he was fulfilling and the dearth of people that
were there, at that point in the
night, to witness it.
Towards the end of his set,
more students started settling in,
and at 10:15 p.m., the Lawrencefamous Rat Park took the stage.
Dedicated fans and friends
whooped and yelled as they began
their set with The Beatles’ “I Want

You (She’s So Heavy),” complete
with wah-heavy guitar and jazzy
sax solos. They covered Amy
Winehouse’s “Valerie” as well,
starting off smooth with some soft
sax and guitar and working up to a
fast and lively ending. Much of Rat
Park’s set, however, was made up
of original songs like “Round and
Round” and fan-favorite “Mary
Don’t Go,” which got audience
members off of their couches and
onto the dance floor. All of these
originals can be found on Rat
Park’s Soundcloud—soundcloud.
com/ratparkband—and you can
support their upcoming debut
album, “Lida,” at gofundme.com/
rat-park-debut-album-lida.
The Winter Carnival concert,
along with the President’s Ball and
other Winter Carnival events, was
put on by Lawrence University’s
Event Planning and Organization
Committee (EPOC). To watch for
future events similar to these, like
them on Facebook!

Photo by Angelica Hurtado

during my time at Lawrence
was my study abroad experience with (believe it or not!) the
Earth and Environment in Italy
program through ACM,” says
Dammann. While initially music
and geology do not seem to be an
obvious pair for a double major,
Dammann explains how her time
in Italy has also enhanced her
musical career. “Nearly everyone on my trip was a musician
[to] some degree, and I have
never felt more pure joy playing
music than when I did fiddling
and singing with those incredible people around the pizza
oven on a Friday evening.” While
Dammann hopes to pursue a

career connecting both of her
interests, she states, “I am still
just as undecided about what I
would study in graduate school
as I was in picking a single major
at Lawrence.” Dammann will be
applying to a couple geologyrelated outdoor education positions and has plans to move to
the Twin Cities next year with
her boyfriend, where she hopes
to have the opportunity to play
in fiddle jams and a variety of
bands. “Or,” Dammann says,
“maybe I’ll pursue my lifelong
dream of opening a recycled
crafts boutique… who knows
where the wind will blow.”

Album Review

The Living Strange’s “Home?”
Izzy Yellen
Columnist

______________________

The Living Strange’s sophomore extended play (EP),
“Home?,” finds the rock duo
in an electronic-heavy setting,
even more so than their debut
EP, “2 AM Freak Show.” Since
first hearing them, their commitment to staying true to the
rock ’n’ roll genre while also
pushing forward to incorporating new sounds in the genre
has been ubiquitous. “Home?”
follows them along this path,
making a bigger departure from
the guitar rock on their debut.
Instead of having guitar, vocal
and drum tracks with synths
and other electronics to beef
up the production, The Living
Strange move those elements
to the forefront, creating songs
that rely heavily on aspects
other than things such as a
catchy chord progression or a
strong beat.
The change to this other
sound—based in electronics as

much as it is in traditional rock
elements—is most present in
the final track, “New Pet,” specifically the first half. Through
layering a variety of synths,
ethereal backing vocals, a drum
machine and exposed lead
vocals, The Living Strange show
they can still maintain the general feel of their music—introspective, alive and innovative
with hints of familiarity—while
drawing from different palettes
as well. It is fairly easy to hear
their influences in both EPs, but
the music is never near stale—it
has powerful momentum with
a sense of discovery as well as
enjoyment the ability to express
their thoughts through lyrics
and music.
“Home?” is available via
their Bandcamp, thelivingstrange.bandcamp.com, and
streaming services. Elijah
Strange, the guitarist, vocalist and front-man of the duo,
will also put out a solo album
track by track around spring,
so be sure to follow the band’s
Facebook and Bandcamp.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Fix the RLA Program
As the deadline of signing up to be a campus community leader—namely the Resident Life
Advisor (RLA) and the CORE Leader positions for the 2017-18 school year—passed earlier
this week, discussions around the merits of these roles as well as their drawbacks has surfaced. As seen from the previous year’s RLA and CORE Leaders selection, although there have
been a lot of changes over the years, Campus Life seems to have a difficulty recruiting enough
interested applicants, as well as having a high turnover rate for RLAs from year to year. This
not only makes it stressful and difficult for Campus Life every year to recruit, build and train
a well-chosen staff from a big enough pool, but it also further deepens the impressions and
misunderstandings that many might have about these roles.
While the RLAs and Residence Life Manager’s (RLMs) roles are incredibly important
in community building, they are often underappreciated by students. There is a pervasive
perception of RLAs being “uncool” and unimportant. Meanwhile, RLAs and RLMs carry out
many administrative as well as community-building tasks to maintain all the functions and
perks of life in a residence hall or loft. Much of their work is behind the scenes and difficult—
they have to tread the fine line between being a peer leader and being a part of Campus Life
staff. Furthermore, the duties of RLMs—a cross between RLAs and RHDs—are even heavier
because they deal with even more specific and difficult administrative tasks, such as taking
care of meal plans in food-based houses.
More importantly, many RLAs and RLMs also feel underappreciated by Campus Life, citing not only difficulties and time lags in working with Campus Life on important matters such
as loft meal plans, but the relatively much lower pay and benefits they receive compared to
students who work in Resident Advisor (RA) positions at other colleges. Many colleges provide free room and board for RAs, which is a great help for many students. Considering how
many students at Lawrence require financial aid in order to be able to attend the university,
providing a higher salary for RLAs at Lawrence could help students in that position feel more
appreciated and would increase interest in the position.

Another reason for a high turnover rate is that many RLAs might feel that the job has not
been as professionally fulfilling as they have expected it to be. Therefore, many RLAs quit after
just one year of working at the job. This signals a need for change in the way Campus Life manages and structures the program to make it more beneficial to RLAs.
On the other hand, a comparable program, the CORE program, has attracted much more
attention and interest from the student body, both with regards to CORE participants and
its employed CORE leaders. The school and the administration have spent a lot of time and
resources on CORE due to a grant received for its specific purpose. There has also been talk of
allowing students to get college credit for their participation in CORE. Therefore, CORE leaders are treated with more respect and as a result, more people want to be CORE leaders. These
efforts and many others show that the CORE program is appreciated and sought after in a way
that the positions of RLAs are not.
Interestingly enough, Campus Life markets the positions of RLA and CORE leader simultaneously when the jobs have serious differences. RLAs have to take on a role of near full-time
responsibility when it comes to taking care of Residence Halls and their residents, while
CORE leaders lead freshman in group meetings once a week and other bonding activities.
Still, RLAs are absolutely essential to a satisfactory college experience, particularly at a school
like Lawrence that requires students to live on campus in a Residence Hall or House for the
duration of their study except under special circumstances. The CORE program, however,
is something that is superfluous and unique to Lawrence. In the future, if more funds were
appropriated to the use of RLA staffing and job salary increases in the same way that CORE
received recent funding, perhaps the RLA program could start to see some more of the favorable benefits like the increased retention rate, job satisfaction and overall position interest
like the successful CORE program.
Our campus has the capability to treat our RLAs and RLMs better. Campus Life needs to
show RLAs and RLMs the respect they deserve by increasing position benefits and responding
to inquiries and problems with considerate and timely administration. Taking into account
the modeling of the CORE program could also make a positive difference in increasing interest in the RLA and RLM positions in the first place as well as increasing retention for students
in those positions for years to come. Also, students should treat their RLAs with respect and
recognize that their jobs are some of the most important ones on campus. Negative perceptions about the role of RLA can only be stopped and a higher retention rate of RLAs can only
be achieved when people take the initiative now to start treating RLAs better.

Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Jonathan Rubin at jonathan.c.rubin@
lawrence.edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the
right to edit for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and should not be more than 350 words.

Solomon

continued from page 1
that we consider to be illnesses
and the ways in which medical
progress and societal progress are
not always in sync.
Solomon spoke of his own
journey coming out to his parents. He quoted his mother, who
said, “The love you have for your
child is unlike anything you have
known, and until you have one,
you can never know what it will
feel like.” From this perspective,
he examined the different kind
of love parents have for disabled

children.
He also discussed his own
journey in parenthood, from a
place first of discomfort at the
idea that he might not have children given his homosexuality,
and then from a place of his own
love for his children, which spans
different states throughout the
country and a variety of different
parents.
He talked about his own fear
that his child would be disabled,
despite his research that showed
children that were stronger
because of their disability. Upon
hearing the news that his own
child might be disabled, he was

overwhelmed with panic and fear.
Freshman Julian Bennett said
that Solomon’s personal story
was “what made the difference
between simply an analytical
view and really caring about these
ideas and activist platforms that
[he] stood from.”
Bennett said after the
Convocation, “I wanted to call my
parents afterwards ---- the prospective that he took on parenthood was very heartwarming.”
Sophomore Josh Tan said
that the Convocation “really made
[him] think,” and junior David
Sieracki said, “It was very moving.”

An Open Letter To Winter
Emma Fredrickson
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Dear Winter,

I think you get a lot of crap.
So many people despise you,
resent you, and fear the day the
last autumn leaf falls and your first
cold breeze blows across campus.
It is true that I, too, hate you with
every fiber of my being. However,
I also believe that you deserve
more credit than you usually get.
Therefore, in an act of good will, I
present you with a list of reasons
why people should hate you less,
or, at the very least, cut you a little
slack.
1. Your gray, dark skies inspire
us all to get more vitamin C in
our diet. Your ice, too, reminds us
to consume more calcium so that
when we all do inevitably fall, we
won’t break all of the bones in our
bodies.
2. The rampant plagues that
wreak havoc on all Lawrentians
during your stay here give us perfect excuses to skip class.

3. Your painfully frigid air
allows us to rock layers upon layers of new clothes from the holidays. Those terrible, itchy hats and
scarves our grandmas made us
will finally see the light of day.
Also, who needs to worry about
hat hair when everybody has it.
Another plus? The heavy boots we
are forced to wear because of you
let us strengthen our calf muscles.
4. You encourage us all get a
full night’s sleep. When it gets dark
at 4 pm, after all, what else is there
to do? (For more reasons we sleep
a lot, see #2)

5. Your bleak landscape
(think mud-stained ice and dried
out, salt-encrusted pavement)
trains us to appreciate even the

Basketball

continued from page 4
However, Melissa McLean and
Shelby Kline from Beloit College
successfully shot four consecutive
baskets, including one three by
Shelby, to extend the lead by 14
at half time, with the score 30-16.
The third quarter was a
nightmare for the Vikings. The
team only scored two out of eleven shots while also giving up four
turnovers. Through this slump,
McLean scored five points for the
Buccaneers, while Kline also contributed four.
The Lawrence women did
not surrender and maintained
their fighting spirit with a 10-3
run at the start of the fourth
quarter, including two threepointers by Kramer and junior
Lauren Deveikis. However, the
Buccaneers’ 23-point lead was

smallest amount of color.

6. Your windy hail storms act
as natural exfoliants on the small
parts of skin we have exposed.
What better way to get rid of those
pesky extra layers of skin than to
get them buffed off by ice pellets?
Along the same lines, dry, cracked,
and bloodied knuckles serve as
kind reminders to moisturize.

7. Even with Valentine’s Day
around the corner, outdoor PDA
is severely minimized. Who can
hold hands with huge bulky mittens on? Who’s gonna spend those
extra seconds or minutes outside
in below-zero weather to kiss or
hug one another?
8. Seasonal Affective Disorder:
your not so subtle way of inspiring
us all to write sad, moody, depressing poetry.

9. It is socially acceptable to
drink hot chocolate whenever we
please, however much we please.
In this regard, the colder the
weather, the better.

10. Lastly, dear winter, you
encourage all of us to have good
hygiene. No more skipping shower
days, because when you are at your
worst, shower time might be the
only time of day we actually feel
warm. And if we make the mistake
of going outside before our hair
is dry, hair-cicles (as I like to call
them) are a fun way to make new
friends. (“Anyone want to feel my
hair? It’s completely frozen!”)
So, in conclusion, I still hate
you, winter. I long for you to leave.
Nevertheless, I guess you could be
worse.
Sincerely,

Emma Fredrickson

too huge, especially with only four
minutes left in the game. The Lady
Vikes could not narrow the gap
and were defeated with the final
score 64-40.
Kramer was still the best
shooter of the Vikings with 13
points in this match, including two
three-pointers. In points scored,
Kramer was followed by Deveikis
and junior Olivia Hoesley with
seven points each.
In the run at the Midwest
Conference tournament there is
still hope for the Viking men’s
team. They are now tied with
Grinnell in the fourth place in
the Midwest Conference (MWC)
standings, but have one more
game than Grinnell left to play.
The team has to stay focused and
take the schedule one game at a
time. Every win is essential, but
only one loss can crash the 20162017 tournament dream instantly.
Best wishes for the Vikes!

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are
those of the students, faculty and community

members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not
endorse any opinions piece except for the staff
editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to
submit their own opinions using the parameters
outlined in the masthead.
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Beyoncé: I’m
Disappointed

America Has Never Been Innocent, But
Don’t You Dare Compare Us to Russia
Henry Dykstal

Staff Writer

_________________________

Given that we are all students
on a liberal arts college, I don’t
need to tell you that America has
never been innocent.
No country has ever been
founded without bloodshed, especially not a country that becomes
a superpower or aspires to be
one.
The history of the world is
one where conquest and progress almost inexplicably appear
besides this violence. The
British Empire. Japan under the
Tokugawas. Communist China.
But perhaps no two nations
have had this thrust upon them
in recent decades like the United
States and the post-USSR Russia.
Just a few days since this writing, the 45th president of the
United States expressed a desire
to work with Russian president
Vladimir Putin, a tyrant who
has ordered journalists killed,
dissidents silenced, corrupted
the courts and consolidated the
wealth of his nation to him and an
associate of friends.
On Fox News, Bill O’Reilly
called Putin a killer, to which our
president derisively asked him if
he thought our country was so
innocent.
Now again, everyone reading
this knows at least to a degree
we’re not.
The period in which America
emerged as a superpower to the
present is a barbaric history of
proxy wars, sponsoring dictatorships and coups, bullying, and
imperialism. This is nothing at all
to be proud of.
We have enslaved our own
people, denied women basic
rights, polluted our lands, and just
a few months ago we embraced

Trivia?

continued from page 4
certain degree of physicality is
needed for success in the GMTC,
while in many other sports physical prowess and technique are
the main requirements for success—for example, one cannot
play soccer if they cannot dribble
or shoot the ball, but one can still
play without familiarity of offen-

the worst kind of fearmonger, a
man who pits people against each
other simply for the amusement
of it, even when they have nothing
against each other.
We are the nation that gave
the world William Faulkner and the
nation which killed Emmett Till. We
are the nation that gave the world
“Apocalypse Now” but allowed the
war it depicted to be waged for
some 20 years before finally giving up and abandoning a country
to a fate it could have completely
avoided. We are the country that
elected men such as Abraham
Lincoln, Lyndon Baines Johnson,
and Barack Obama but have also
elected Warren Harding, Richard
Nixon, and Donald Trump. No, we
have not been innocent.
But we are something altogether more important: a nation which
continually tries to improve itself.
A nation that is willing to confront these facets of our being and
try to improve them. With just
a few sentences, Donald Trump
suggested such a thing was stupid
and unnecessary, that instead we
should be like Putin’s Russia: a
country that is founded on the
very ideals of cynicism and mediocrity.
When Russia wages war, it does
not care about causalities. When
Russia wages war, it does not do so
even under the pretext of it being
the right thing. Russia has no free
press, no courts that matter, nothing except the word of a single
man and the people who help him
make his money.
We invaded Afghanistan and
Iraq, this is true. But we did not
take their oil. We attempted,
however in vain, to help its citizenry. We honestly believed we
were doing the right thing and we
were able to hold ourselves, if not
accountable, aware that what we
had been doing was cancerous to

sive and defensive tactics. Even
in sports like darts, one cannot
succeed without the proper physical technique, regardless of their
knowledge of rules and strategies.
Senior Ryan Lofstrom comments,
“[the GMTC] is not really designed
around displays of athleticism.
They are incorporated occasionally and peripherally to enhance
the trivia experience.”
The GMTC requires more
physicality than most games, yet it

our humanity.
But a cancer does not choose
to stop being a cancer. We have
chosen so many times to try and
stop what we have been doing to
ourselves.
To allow people of color and
women in general to vote. To enact
political change in our government. To make choices that suggest that there is a world that is
not run on bitterness and cynicism.
Are we failures? Of course we
are. But that is because we aspire
to Utopia, as we rightly should.
Every president until now has
lead with the idea of something to
aspire to, that an America where
people don’t have to be on their
own and where things matter can
exist.
This is a hard thing to confront.
It feels as if so much of the time
there has been failure, but progress is not gradual, nor is it linear.
Progress is a web, expanding outwards, taking steps sideways and
backwards as much as forwards. We
will likely never eliminate racism
or misogyny, certainly not within
our lifetimes. But there are people
alive today whose grandparents
were slaves, and who suffered
under a racism enshrined in our
very Constitution. We can change,
we can continue to change, and we
will always have to struggle against
the darkness.
Fellow Lawrentians, Trump is
right when he says we have not
been innocent, but are we going to
allow his tone to dictate this information? Are you going to say that
we can be something better, or to
assume we will forever be a plague
upon the world? You don’t have to
be an exceptionalist, but you have
to believe that you can change
the world. Otherwise he wins,
and Putin, a man who believes
Democracy is a joke, is right.
Are you going to accept that?
does not emphasize physical ability to the same level that sports
do. I argue that the GMTC is in fact
a sport. While physicality is not
the most important aspect of the
sport, it does still play a vital part
in teams’ ability to stay competitive, thus making it more than a
game. The question now becomes:
what other Lawrence activities
can be classified as sports?

Viking of the Week: Wes Hetcher
continued from page 5

Vikings on the podium at the conference (or even national) meet over the next years.

SF: You had an impressive vault last meet with a height of 3.41m. How do you feel about it?

WH: Not terribly great, actually. My technique so far this year has been a little spotty, but cleaning up one or
two little things can make such a huge difference. It’s simultaneously motivational and frustrating. I know I
can go over 4m, it’s just a matter of doing it again and again.

Super Bowl

continued from page 5
Julio Jones had a step-tap sideline
reception with about 4 minutes
to go, which put the Falcons in
field goal range and offered the
chance to go up 11 points with
too little time for New England to
work with. The Patriots defense
stiffened, sacking MVP Matt Ryan
and making the best of a holding
call, to push them back out.
On the other side of the ball,
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Julian Edelman, you know what,
just WOW. Go. Find it on YouTube.
If you’re a fan of the game of football, concentration, hacky-sack,
incredulous acts, or any combination of those things, it should
amaze you. The additional context
makes it more impressive.
Aside from the first overtime
game, some other Super Bowl
records were broken, including
the most receptions—by James
White of the Patriots. ESPN will
say that Brady also broke some
record, but his first half is already

being forgotten by Patriot fans.
This included the first pick-six in
his postseason career. His second
half was the masterpiece.
The previous best comeback in Super Bowl history was
10 points. Atlanta entered halftime up 21-3, and initially added
more in the second half. The final
score was 34-28, in favor of New
England. Largest deficit: 25.
All told, it was indeed a good
game at the highest of stages.

Cassie Gitkin
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

In case you were out of
the country for the past week –
and even then, you would have
heard – Beyoncé has announced
she is pregnant with twins. Bey,
weren’t you about to leave JayZ’s sorry ass? Last year, women
across the nation bonded over
Beyoncé’s debut of her visual
album, “Lemonade”. The album
featured the Queen Bee in full
feminist force, smashing car windows in a couture dress, speaking
out against her cheating husband,
and calling out police brutality
against people of color.
There has been little news
about Beyoncé’s marriage since her
album dropped. For a while, we
were all waiting to see if she would
leave Jay-Z.
When she stayed by his side,
fans had mixed reactions. Some
were glad to see the two of them
seemed to have patched things
up. Others were disappointed that
Bey stuck with a cheater. Who in
their right mind would cheat on
Beyonce? Either way, the marriage
still seemed up in the air, and twins
were not on anyone’s radar.
One theory floating around
the Internet claims that Beyoncé’s
“Lemonade” had nothing to do
with Jay-Z at all.
Although the album seems
to reflect the rocky times in the
Carter’s marriage, some sleuths
believe the album was actually a
comment on the patriarchy.
In
this
interpretation,
Beyoncé is standing up against the
power structures in America that
are holding back her and other
women of color.
It is undeniable that Beyoncé
attacked systematic oppression
in “Lemonade,” most notably
in “Formation,” but this theory
believes that Jay-Z never cheated
at all. Rather, the patriarchy is
who cheated Beyoncé.
Other budding conspiracy
theorists believe the whole conflict between Jay-Z and Beyonce
was nothing more than a publicity
stunt. The more drama surrounding the Carter’s marriage, the more
money the press will pay for exclusive interviews.
Regardless
of
what
“Lemonade” was truly about,

Seniority

continued from page 3
else, nor do I pretend to know
whether or not one is consumed
by the implications of their identity in the day-to-day or can bliss-

Major

continued from page 6
to be comfortable with ambiguity.
There’s no right answer about a
work of art and that is just the
nature of life. Art history helps
you make some sense and find
something useful, even when you
don’t have all the right answers.”
Conrad put in his own input
on practicality in a Studio Art context. “New and innovative companies are looking for young people
with solid creative backgrounds,
because they can hit the ground

Beyonce’s pregnancy seems like
a step backwards from her previously strong approach against
Jay-Z.
Of course every woman has
the right to her own reproductive
system. It is ultimately Beyoncé’s
choice to have children now, later,
or never. But personally, I’m disappointed to see Beyoncé pregnant with Jay-Z’s child.
Lemonade was an exciting
album for women and young girls
across the nation. Beyoncé was
standing up to her husband, a
powerful man in his own right.
Her songs were full of powerful feminist mantras and her videos
were tragically beautiful. I, for one,
was ready for her to ditch Jay-Z.
With the national climate not
particularly favorable towards
women – I’m looking directly at
you, Trump – it would have been
a strong and decisive move for
Beyoncé to leave Jay-Z. He would
have deserved it, for cheating on
her and disrespecting her. Nobody
should be treated that way. Bey’s
baby bump dashes all hopes of her
leaving him in the dust; the pregnancy is a sign that the couple has
reconciled things.
While this might be good
news for the two of them, I am
worried about the impact that
this famous marriage will have on
women across the nation.
Women stuck in abusive or
disrespectful relationships need
a strong role model; more importantly, a strong role model that the
media supports. It was disgraceful
how the media portrayed Amber
Heard after she admitted to being
physically abused by Johnny Depp.
She was accused of lying, of faking
the whole thing and of framing
Depp for his money.
When American women are
unable to see a woman leave her
abusive husband and still have a
positive reputation, it must make
it so much more difficult for them
to find the strength to leave their
abusive relationships.
I had hoped Beyoncé would
appropriately model how to leave
an abusive partner, but her pregnancy looks more like a passive
resolution than a strong statement.

fully hide within the confines of
bound books and un-debated
problem sets—but although we
find ourselves on a such a wide
spectrum, we can probably all put
our feelings somewhere on the
same line, and that is a start.
running with ideas and think
innovatively,” commented Conrad.
“There may not be very many studio art specific jobs out there,
but the skills and mindset that
you take from a life of art can be
utilized in a lot of different places.”
Studio art and art history are
perfect avenues for students with
a creative mind and a strong will.
The art program is full of faculty
and students with strong ambition, commitment and passion for
this lasting form of human expression.
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performance. Men often played
the “Dame” role of an ugly and
unwanted woman. The audiences
did not like to see women look
ugly on the stage, so cross-dressed
men were cast to play this unattractive role. Women, on the other
hand, could rarely perform any
type of comedy. Male impersonation was popular for a brief time,
but gradually became feminized.
As women were gaining the right
to vote, men decided that the

“dangers of manly women” were
too risky, and this form of comedy
subsequently declined.
Similarly, male variety performers could possess very little vocal talent and still be successful. At most, they had to be
able to decently hold a melody.
Oppositely, female variety performers were required to have a
tuneful and pretty voice. Landing
a job was very difficult, and it
was not a rewarding line of work.
After only a few years of singing
or dancing, the women were past
their physical prime and would no
longer get booked for shows.
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Rodger ended her lecture
with a warning about how these
flaws of 19th century theatre are
still prevalent in modern musicals
and movies. For example, Disney
movies contain many examples
of minstrelsy, which Rodger briefly touched upon in her lecture.
Overall, Professor Gillian Rodger
presented a fascinating lecture
on a topic that would never have
caught my attention before, but
which was utterly intriguing and
well-presented.
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